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Quiz' to Be
Fourth Annuall'Barchester Towers' Scores Trofessor
Presented On Radio Church
Economic Meetrit; Lockhart Is Director GeorgeStudents
Fuller Will Ask
Questions

Is Held Here
^ Important Conference To Be
' Held on Rollins Campus
Starting Thursday Morning

I Leading Economists
Join in Discussions

Barchester Towers: A Victorian comedy in three acts, by Thomas
Directed by Dorothy Lockhart. Annie Russell Theater.
CAST
Ethelbert Stanhope
Henry Stryker
Madeline Neroni
Julie Trowbridge
Dr. Stanhope
Newton Merrill
Mr. Arabin
Lloyd George
Mrs. Bold
„
„
Elfreda Winant
Bishop Proudie
B. M. Wherrette
Mrs. Proudie
^...
Dana Harris
Mr. Slope
Charles Mendell
A Gentleman
Buel Trowbridge
Butler
Rhea Smith
Guests
Aldine Baker, Barbara Brown, Dudley Darling, William Webb
Job.

By J. D. H., Jr.
President Holt, Dr. Melcher
The Annie Russell Company, under the direction of Miss Dorothy
And Deans Will Preside
Lockhart
again
produced
a
stage hit when they presented "Barchester
Over Group Meetings

Professor Quiz, the man of a
thousand queries appears on the
Rollins Variety Hour next week in
the person of George Fuller, competent master of ceremonies and
originator of many of the year's
outstanding programs.
Plans call for the program,
which will pit the masterminds of
the Rollins Key Society against
the worldly experience of the International Relations Club members, to be held in the Annie Russell Theatre, with a student audience and judges to give the professional touch.
While the judges are checking
up on the scores the Beanery
Waiters under the capable leadership of Dick Rodda will render
several new musical numbers.
While no list of participants was
available at press time, and the
questions had not yet been formulated there's no doubt that this
program will offer the students a
chance once more to enjoy the
thrill of participating as a responsive audience.
Any questions submitted by students suitable for use on this program will be used and the contributor's name mentioned in the
broadcast.

Releases $31,000
Mortgage Held on Campus;
College Now Free of Ties

Memorial Service
Is Held For Dean
Campbell in Chapel
President Holt, Faculty and

Texas
Away

Congregational Church Gave
Money When Rollins Was
In Need of Assistance

U. Student
Does
With
Carburetor

Austin, Texas—(ACP) — Attention, automobile dealers! A
University of Texas student is
about to show you how to run a
car without a carburetor.
Dollars and mileage leaking
out of faulty carburetors may
soon be wiped off the slate by
Ralph E. Powers of Austin, 25year-old graduate student at
the University, who for eight
months has been working on a
rival device to the carburetor.
In the engineering building's
noisy machine shop here, his
device, a "mechanical injector,"
is housed. A small apparatus
made of stainless steel, the mechanical injector will surpass the
carburetor in both economy and
efficiency and will be almost
foolproof as far as wearing out
is concerned. Powers believes.

No Interest Asked
On 43 Year Old Loan

Vice - President Grover ConTowers" in the college theater last Friday and Saturday.
Students Speak WordJs of
cludes Negotiations With
Never before have we seen a
Praise for Beloved Dean
The Fourth Annual Economic play staged so beautifully and proOfficials in New York
Conference, sponsored by Rollins fessionally on the Annie Russell
Last Sunday afternoon a MemoCollege, -with the Winter P a r k Stage. It is probably one of the
The Congregational Education
rial Vesper service was held in the
Property Owner's Association co- most difficult plays to act and
Society has released the 1 o n gKnowles Chapel for Charles Atproduce that has been presented
operating, opens at the Annie Russtanding mortgage of $31,000 which
here. Last year, the company
wood Campbell, former dean of the
sell Theatre on January 26th at scored a big hit with "Romantic
it has held on Rollins College
Chapel.
ten-thirty in the morning. The Age" a light and fast moving
for the past forty-three years, it
Grace Terry of the class of 1937
conference will consist of seven comedy with plenty of youth and
started the services by the reading
was announced today by Dr. Hamsessions, the last two held at the pep. "Barchester Towers", how- Noted Churchmen Leave Aftof a prayer which the Dean had
ilton Holt, President of the college.
written several years ago; t h i s
Winter Park Women's Club on ever, is a completely different play
er Four-Day Discussion of
The college is especially indebted
and depends entirely on ultra-sowas followed by the responsive
Saturday, January 28th.
Christian, Jewish Problems
to Dr. William F. Frazier, execuphistication which calls for over
reading of a Litany, also written
Dr. William C. Melcher will pretive vice-president of the Board
acting. It takes" an accomplished
by Dr. Campbell, lead by Rebecca
side over the first session Thursand well directed actor to over-act
of Home Missions of CongregaThe
first
religious
conference
Coleman Holt of the class of 1934.
day morning at ten-thirty when
a part when necessary without _ held on the Rollins cam-pus in four
Alan Taulbee of last year's gradtional and Christian Churches; Dr.
the topic for discussion will be
making the fact too pparent to years came to a close Sunday
uating class then read excerpts
William T. Boult, its treasurer;
Transportation Problems. Dr. Trumorning after a four-day session
from the various sermons which
man C Bigham, Professor of Ecoand the Reverend H. W. Gates, its
n Campbell had delivered in
On a par with the very clever in which noted religious leaders,
nomics at the University of Florida
general secretary, for their generthe Chapel. The excerpts w e r e
will lead the discussion "The Rail- acting were the settings designed students, and faculty members
ous cooperation.
chosen to show the fine philosoroad Problem and Its Place in the by Newton Merrill. Two scenes participated.
phical and religious ideals of this
Rev. A. Morgan Noyes of New
Some time ago President Holt
All Embracing Question of Na- were used, an interior set for the
Dean
of
men.
first
and
third
acts,
and
a
garden
York
City,
Father
Edward
L.
and his former assistant, the Revtional Transportation." "A RailAlexander Bloch Conducts President Holt delivered a short
erend William S. Beard, opened
road Executive" is the topic set for the second act. The audi- Stephens of Richmond, Va., and
Program for Tonight
ne^tiations to have the mortgage
personal tribute, and also r e a d
Colonel William J. Wilgus, Con- ence at the Friday night perform- Rabbi Morris Lazaron of Baltiance which we witnessed applaud- more, Md., led discussions stressagreement cancelled. During Vicemessages from the three churches
sultant Engineer will discuss.
This evening at eight o'clock, in which Dr. Campbell had served
ed both sets. In the interior scene ing "The Relations of Protestants,
President Grover's recent stay in
Thursday afternoon at two
we noticed that the walls had been Catholics and Jews." A series of music lovers of Central Florid; before he came to this campus. Dr. President of Union Seminary New York City, the final negotiao'clock Dean Winslow S. Anderson
To Deliver Sunday Talk; tions were concluded with the repainted evenly and not in large classroom lectures were held in will hear the second concert given Richard Burton gave his tribute as
will preside during the discussion
by
the
Symphony
Orchestra
of
blots as is usually the case with the classes of Professors France,
Students Participate
sult that the Congregational Board
a friend and fellow-professor of
of The Transportation System. Mr.
the student productions. The fur- Feuerstein and Trowbridge Friday Central Florida under the direc- the Dean. He was followed by
generously agreed to cancel t h e
D. B. Robertson, president of Lotion of Alexander Bloch in the Charlotte Stienhans and then by
niture was appropriate to the and Saturday mornings.
Next Sunday moraing the Rev- mortgage without payment, a n d
comotive firemen a n d engineers times and the lighting was up to
The initial conference session, Winter Park High School auditori- Miss Virginia Robie who worked erend Henry Sloan Coffin, presi- without restrictions of any kind.
and Mr. John A. Hastings, state its usual high standard. A modheld in Knowles Memorial Chapel
with the Dean towards the main- dent of the Union Theological Sem- The Rollins campus and all of its
senator in New York will lead this ernistic painting of Senora NerThe program will open with the tenance of the ideals of the Sul- inary, will give the sermon In the buildings are now free from any
Thursday night, was broadcast
part of the conference talking oni's croupier husband, "the last
over WDBO as last week's Rollins overture to "The Marriage of Fig- livan Medallion. Miss Clara B. Knowles Memorial Chapel. Dr. encumbrance, except for the mort|ebout Postalized Transportation of the Nero's", hung on the rear
by Mozart. This will be fol- Adolfs, who had been the Dean's Coffin is one of the most popular gage to the U. S. government covVariety Hour. This interesting
and Shippers.
wall. The out-of-door set included questionnaire was conducted be- lowed by Schumann's famous "Con- friend and secretary since her ministers in the country and is an ering the five new dormitories
An address of Mr. Robert Wil- a smooth lawn of quite natural ap3 in A Minor" for piano and graduation from Rollins in 1930, eminent author and important which were erected three years ago
tween the trio of religious leaders
berforce, C. B. E., Director of tho pearing grass and 3 high wall of
and members of the audience. Af- orchestra. The soloist will be the then gave her tribute. Irving leader in the religious field.
with a WPA loan.
British Library of Information in shrubbery. No better designed and
ter the broadcast the discussions if ted Floridian pianist, Ercelle Bacheller, a friend and neighbor of
Last Sunday Dr. Morris Samuel
About forty-three years ago, Rol•New York City, is the high spot executed settings could be found
were resumed informally at the Mitchell Lindsay who was a schol- Dean Campbell and the entire col- Lazaron delivered the sermon. The ling was a struggling little college
-of the meeting Thursday evening in a Broadway production. Mr.
arship pupil of Joseph Hoffman. lege, spoke a few words of praise. Rabbi said, "We are weary, un- which had been forced to adopt a
home of President Holt.
at eight-fifteen when President Merrill's efforts surpass by far
The performance will be con- He was followed by two boys who certain and questioning people despairing attitude. In 1895 disFriday evening Father Stephens
Holt presides. Mr. Wilberforce anything we have seen on the
cluded ^ith the greatest of Tchai- are now on the campus: Dante Ce- whose wisdom is as broken as a aster had come upon the whole of
will speak on Industrial and Eco- stage of the Annie Russell Theater and Rev. Noyes met with members kowski's symphonies, the "Pathetrulo, a member of the same fra- weed. To strengthen ourselves, we Central Florida, and had almost
of the International Relations Club
nomic Conditions in England.
previous to the presentation of and the Interracial Club in a joint
ternity as the Dean, Phi Delta should go to the sanctuaries of doomed Rollins College, which was
At the fathering on Friday "Barchester Towers".
The curtain will rise promptly Theta; and George Fuller, chair- God, His synagogues and churches, then but ten years old. Dr. George
meeting at the home of Dr. Holt.
morning Dean Arthur D. Enyart
at
eight
since
the
first
part
of
the
man of the chapel staff. Dr. Den- and regain our faith and make Morgan Ward, at that time PresAlso remarkable for their beau- Students participated freely in the
will bo the director of the topics,
discussion of "The Implications of concert will be broadcast for the ney, who for the past three "years ourselves worthy of the redemp- ident of the College, recommended
"Favorable Florida Laws and Fed- ty were the costumes worn by the
has worked under the Dean in the tion which we seek. Before man to the trustees that the college
Democracy, and the Threat of To Rollins Radio Hour.
eral Real Estate and Inheritance players. Even the extras were fitdirection o'f the chapel activities, can have a sense of security and be abandoned and turned into a
talitarianism."
Tax" to be argued by Mr. Robert ted with the latest fashions for
then delivered his tribute. In spite peace, he must have the God-like State Normal School, With the
The four-day round of discuscroquet
of
the
period
around
1840.
Pennington, Trust officer of t h e
of all desire, Mrs. Frances Knowles spirit of fellowship and love. We beginning of the plans to this end
sions culminated with a sermon bj
Manufacturer's Trust Company of We are told that the costumes that
Warren was unable to be present, must watch together and go from the Congregational Education SoRabbi Lazaron at the morning
New York and Mr. Eldridge Hart, were actually used for the New
so that her words of praise were our sanctuaries in our own ways ciety objected stating that they
York production were brought meditation ^ services in Knowles
attorney at law.
Memorial Chapel last Sunday Prepares Slides For Own read from her letter by Dr. Holt. to the welfare of all humanity and had a paramount claim on t h e
here for the local production.
Friday afternoon Mr. Hart will
The last words to be spoken in this the glory of a living God."
property because of their liberal
"Barchester Towers" is the story morning.
Talks; Is Biology Prof.
preside when Mr. Harvey Chase,
eulogy were delivered by Thomas
of an ambitious woman in a CaThose students who participated contributions before this time.
C. P. A., Accounting Executive,
H. Sprague, brother-in-law of Dean in this service "vvere Robert Lado,
thedral town who plots to make
The negotiations resulted in the
Miss
Bernice
Shor,
professor
of
and Mr. John C. Donehoo, tax c
Campbell.
an up and coming young clergyLois Terry, Irving Felder and Trustees of the College giving the
biology at Rollins, gave the last
sultant, take part in speaking
man Dean of the church and th.
During the service the choir sang Helen Darling. The choir sang Congregational Education Society
in her series of three lectures on
"City Financial Affairs, Including
marry him. Her cause is aided by
Comparative
Anatomy
Friday two anthems, "Listen to the "The Cherubic Hymn" by Grech- a blanket mortgage of $31,000 covTaxation and also Municipal As^
her brother who is a dandy
Lambs," by Dett; and Brahms' aninoff as the anthem and Guil- ering the entire campus and all the
sessments and Valuation.
Noted Teacher Will Have morning, January 20, a t eleven "How Lovely is thy Dwelling mant's "Second Meditation" as the buildings. Fortunately, the mortsophisticate of the first water,
o'clock.
At the Winter Park Women*: flits about and manages to' get
Course on *Sex Problems*
Offertory.
Place," from "Requiem."
gage was not to be paid so long
In
this
lecture
Miss
Shor
comClub Saturday, "Handling Labor himself disliked by everyone but
i as the College continued as a
pared the nervous, circulatory, reDisputes in a Democracy" a n d his sister and the audience. All
Yarros, who for twenty
' Christian educational institution,
productive, and execretory sys"The Work of International Labor of the dirty work is handled by
; and no interest was charged. Yet
years ,-as connected with the Hull
Organization" are the topics to be the local bishop's wife and another House in Chicago, has joined the tems of the various classes of
for these forty-three years t h i s
discussed by Dr. John R. Steel- candidate for the Deanship, both faculty staff of Rollins College vertebrates.
mortgage had stood as a lien on
The
lecture,
as
the
previous
one,
man, Director of Conciliation in of whom are so pious that they for the winter term. Dr. Yarros
the Rollins campus.
the U. S. Department of Labor form a committee of two to right has had a varied and interesting was illustrated. Miss Shor preBy Elsie Moore
Dean Enyart says that it is posThis action of the Congregationpared
the
slides
used
in
the
lecand Dr. Williams Lonsdale Taylor, the world.
life, both as a teacher and as a
There are many possibilities of sible for a student to arrange a al Church is typical of their ChrisProfessor of Social Science of
part-time jobs for the students at light schedule, stay in college five tian habit of lending support to
After the handsome young cler- physician, and her seminar course
iQueens College, while Mr. John H.
on
"Youth's
Sex
Problems
in
the
Rollins College; but, just a min- or six years, and work the entire an educational institution just as
gyman wins the Deanship and the
Goss acts as presiding officer.
Wilberforce Gives Lecture ute
— don't all go clamoring up time that he is here. But that is long as it can not support itself;
thirty year old flirt wins the Dean, Modern World" is arousing much
The last session on Saturday
to Dean Enyart until you have not often followed though it then, when it is self-sufficient the
by hook and crook, she discovers interest among the students.
Robert Wilberforce, director of
afternoon Dr. Royal W. France
Dr.
Yarros
practiced
medicine
read the rest of the story. While has been tried. When you take loan is cancelled.
she doesn't want him and schemes
the
British
library
of
information.
will take charge and Mr. Royal
to get back her husband who the at the clinic of Hull House for fif- New York, spoke at the all-col- there are many possibilities, there these part-time jobs, they necesMattice of Florida State College
audience knew wasn't dead. In the teen years where she encountered lege assembly todap. His subject are not many students capable of sarily cut down on your campus
for Women, department of Ecoend, the two moralists lose out, the the problems, both physical and was: "The Constitutional and Po- fulfilling the requirements of these activities, the very essence of colnomics and Commerce will talk on
bishop who has been hen-pecked mental, of various nationalities. litical Development of the British jobs. For instance, there is a need lege life. According to the Dean,
"Unemployment Insurance a n d
asserts himself, the new Dean She established a counciling ser- Empire from 1900-1931." He is of part-time chauffeurs. That is the financial benefits received
Florida's Participation in This
finds true love in a young, beauti- vice at the University of Illinois giving a series of lectures at Rol- not as easy as it sounds for the from the majority of these jobs
Phase of the Social Security Propeople who want these chauffeurs are jiot great enough to compen- Government Spending Is Subful and wealthy widow, which where she taught for thirty-five lins.
Srram"
want them to be available at none sate for what you miss in the colmust have been a tough job, and years. Dr. Yarros has lectured
ject Discussed
easy times. These people do lege atmosphere.
the rest of the cast live happily for many years on hygiene and sex
education, and in her seminar
Interracial Club Meets
Schorfs Compete For Tickets ever after.
not wish to consider your class
So, it would seem that though
Last
night
a "fast and furious"
course will strive to put before the
chedule, your dates or any meet- there are many jobs available,
To us, Julie Trowbridge and
An exhibition of the "Treasure Henry Stryker took acting honors students the problems that conA regular business meeting of ings. In other words, if you take more than we have cited, none of decision debate was held in t h e
Island" contest drawings f r o m in "Barchester Towers". No one front modern youth in relation to the Interracial Club will be held on such a job, you must sacrifice them are of great value to the speech studio, at the regular meeting of the debating society, on the
Orlando schools is in the Art Stu- could be said to have stolen the
e-marital and marital knowledge tonight at 7:30 p. m. in Lyman all for it.
Rollins student.
question: "Resolved that the govdio. The winner of the best draw- show, however, for every actor got
a finer relationship.
Hall. The manner in which the
Then there are selling jobs —
ernment cease public spending for
ing selected from each school will as much out of his lines and action
Much stress will be placed upon Christmas
Fund
appropriation that is, sejling from house to
the purpose of stimulating busiGamma
Phi
Pledges
Give
Tea
receive a free ticket to a perform- as we felt was possible,
acquiring definite ideals, keen should be spent will be discussed. house. That is well enough, if you
ance of Tony Sarg's marionettes'
judgment,
and
greater
personal
The
program
for
the
remainder
want
it
and
if
you
have
the
time
Julie Trowbridge, who when not
Oliver Wittmer and Robert Lado
"Treasure Island." Mr. Rae and
trol.
All
students
who
are
inof the year will also be planned. and patience. For the girls, there
The Gamma Phi Beta pledges
on the stage is a busy wife and
took the affirmative side, w h i l e
Mr. McKean will judge the contest.
mother and spends most of her terested should register for this All members are asked to please are always children who need to be gave the regular Friday afternoon Margery Chindahl and Edna Harseminar
as
soon
as
possible.
be
present.
watched.
The
flaw
in
this
job
is
tea
this
past
week.
Besides
many
time doing social service work, is
that you get little pay, and again students. Dr. Holt, Dr. Denney and mon spoke negatively to oppose
Vera Hruba, 18-year-old Czech
of the most clever comediennes
them. After listening to the vaThe University of Dayt{ stu%ure skater, has been selected as
Exactly 71 per cent of Univer- it interferes with club meetings Dr. Morris Lazaron were present. rious points brought out by the
have ever seen. Most of her
the feature performer of this roles picture an affected busy- dents' newspaper has been given
sity of Pittsburgh co-eds partici- and the like. There are also a few An informal discussion was held in affirmative and negative, t h r e e
'year's Dartmouth College winter body, in the Billie Burke fashion. two-foot baby alligator as a ma
in some extra-curricular ac- secretarial positions, but these are which Dr. Lazaron answered t h e judges made the decision in favor
scarce.
guests' questions.
cot for its staff.
carnival skating program.
(Continued on page 2)
tivity.
of the affirmative team.

Religious Meeting
Comes to Close as
Leaders Go North

Symphony Orchestra
Gives Second Concert

Dr. Coffin to Give
Sermon in Chapel;
Dr. Lazaron Speaks

I

Miss Shor Concludes
Lecture on Anatomy

Dr. Yarros Is Added
To Rollins Faculty

Part Time Jobs Are Many But Students
Find Little Opportunity for Extra Work

Practice Debate Held
In Speech Building

THE

ODK, Honorary Men's
Barchester Towers Fraternity,
Meets
Is a Hit; Dorothy Potential Nominees A r e
Named by Members
Lockhart Directs Omicron Delta Kappa, honorary
(Continued from page 1)

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARYjS^isg,

SANDSPUR

Artist to Appear at Symphony Concert

men's fraternity at Rollins held a
meeting last night at 8:30 in the
Chapel's Conference room. Chapter president George Fuller presided at the session, which was called
to discuss potential nominees for
membership.
0. D. K. elects its members on a
point system, which requires both
high scholastic standing and active participation in extra^
lar work for aspirants.

Bach Festival To
Be Held In March;
Group Is Enlarged
Honaas Will Direct Annual
Musical Program; New

In this play her movements were
Soloists Are Added
as from a dance and every line was
clear to catch all laughs. Julie
The Fourth Annual Bach FestiTrowbridge played the part of the
val of Winter Park will be held
ambitious woman who added the
on Thursday and Friday, March
spice to the dull monotonous life of
2nd and 3rd, in Knowles Memorial
the little chureh town.
Chapel of Rollins College. ProFrankly, Henry Stryker surfessor Christopher O. Honaas, diprised us. We did not know that
rector of the Rollins Conservatory,
Rollins had such a talented young
will again conduct the great Fesactor. He gave one of the best
tival Chorus of one hundred and
performances we have seen played
fifty voices which includes the
by a college student. His part was
famous Rollins Chapel Choir augperhaps the most difficult to pormented by the finest voices from
tray, yet he went thru all tht
Winter Park, Orlando and other
silly gestures of the self-centered
Florida cities. A new feature will
dilettante like a professional. His
be the addition of the Apollo Boys
affected manner of speech topped
Choir from Birmingham, Alabama.
Ted Shawn, internationally fam
off a completely successful pers dancer, with his group of athThe Festival Committee has anformance.
Matinee Performance To Be
nounced the full list of soloists as letic young men, will make one
Lloyd George gets our vote for
For Crippled Children;
follows; Jeannette Vreeland, so- pearance in Orlando at the Munihandsome young lover parts, for
Show
'Treasure
Island'
prano, Lillian Knowles, contralto,
he played the part of Mr. Arabin,
Arthur Kraft, tenor, David Blair cipal Auditorium Friday, January
the successful candidate for the
Tony Sarg's marionettes will apn the group's newest two-hour
McCloskey, baritone, Mac Morgan,
Deanship, to perfection.
His
pear in two performances of
baritone, rferman Siewert, organ- program called "Dance of the
speaking voice is very good, and
"Treasure Island" at the A n n i e
ist. Two of these are newcomers
the evening we saw the play his
s." The recital is heing pre
Russell Theatre Saturday, Januto the Festival, Miss Vreeland and sented under the auspices of The
enunciation was excellent.
ary 28th.
Mr. McCloskey; the others gave
Mr. Wherrette as the henGoodfellpws,
Inc.
At eleven o'clock in the morning
outstanding performances at the
pecked bishop was most amusing.
a special performance sponsored
1938 Festival and their reengage-1 Critics have hailed this new proHe did not forget his character for
by the Annie Russell Company and
gram of Shawn's as "the greatest
ment will please music lovers.
a minute and seemed to live his
the Junior Welfare Association of
role. He was undoubtedly the outMiss Vreeland is one of the best dance work that America has yet
Orlando will be given for children.
standing member in the cast in the
known sopranos in the concert and produced." Last year when this
Only those adults accompanied by j
less lengthy parts.
oratorio field. She has been solo artist was presented at Rollins colone or more children will be ad
ist with many of the great orches- lege he gave " 0 , Libertad," an
Newton Merrill is consistently mitted. At this special performErcelle Mitchell Lindsay
tras and is considered especially American saga in three acts.
good though never sensational. His
st year over one hundred
effective in the music of Bach, "Dance of the Ages" is called an
greatest work is designing scen- children were turned away. The
McCloskey is a young singer elemental rhythmus in four moveery, yet he got as much out of his children from the Fair Oaks
who has made a name for himself ments, and is reported to be more
part in "Barchester Towers" as phanage and the Parental Home
on the abstract side than the his(Continued on page 6)
could be had.
toric saga.
ill be guests of the A n n
Charles Mendell,, of the English
Russell Series for t h e mornmg
The movement quality of the
department at Rollins, did an ex
performance.
Rabbi Morris Lazaron, outstand- such state would do the Jew more
four sections is elemental—that is,
cellent piece of acting in portray
The second performance which is ing liberal Jewish leader from harm than anything imaginable.
the movement quality of fire, wating the drunken clergyman. Hi;
er, earth (which includes geologiInc.
blustering manner was very well being held at two-thirty in the Maryland, was a member of the re- "After all," he said, "the Jew is as
afternoon is the second in t h e ligious conference which met on happy in the democratic Protestant
done throughout the play.
VALENTINES
Annie Russell Matinee Series. Fifty this campus this last week-end.
countries today as he has ever
Buel Trowbridge, in our opinion,
Rytex
January
Special
crippled children are being brought
was cast to type. His bearing is
The Rabbi does not hope for a been even when he ha<i the majorDouble Quantity—$1.25
from Umatilla as guests of the
majestic yet there is always, a
^nnie Russell Series for this mat- unification of the different relig- ity rule."
twinkle of humor in his eyes. As
—Rollins Alumnus—
ions but he does aspire towards a
inee performance.
a result, he was a natural in the
Drawing contests are being held greater understanding of his felREAL ESTATE BROKER
part of a good natured and underin Orlando and Winter P a r k lows, but that he has a right to be
standing arch-bishop.
Tel. 400
100 Pack Ave.
schools. Dr. Holt has given Miss intolerant of others' intolerances.
Rhea Smith, Elfreda Winant and
Russell's and his own box for both Because the Jew believes that man
Dana Harris were all very good in
performances to be used for tho himself is divine, being an instruroles that were not long enough or
twenty-four prize winners.
For Gifts and Greeting Cards
ment of God, it is necessary that
written important enough to make
Dorothy Lockhart, director of he protect and defend his BrothWe also have "Mojud" hosiery
them outstanding. Extras Aldine
Church St.
the Annie Russell Series, has col- ers. Our sympathies must yield to
Baker, Barbara Brown, Dudley
lected money from generous friends the wrong and the oppressed. He
152 E. Park Ave.
Winter
Day Phone 75
Darling and William Webb conto take some of the many children
cluded the cast.
also stated that the Jew has more
Night Phone 319W
who could not otherwise attend.
At this point we should make
friends among the Christian race
The box office will be open from
some mention of the director, Dorfour to six on Thursday, Friday than he suspects.
othy Lockhart, who produced what
Dr. Lazaron stated a psychologiand Saturday.
we considered to be one of the best
cal fact when he drew our attenall-around shows we have ever
tion to the statement that the minseen. She is directly responsible
ority of any race always seems to
for the entire production from setbe oppressive because they are
tings and costumes to acting. She
has never allowed the Annie Rus- Local Alumnae Are Hostesses constantly demanding increased
new rights, just to keep from havsell Company to give a mediocre
of Kappa Pledges at Tea
ing their privileges taken away
performance in all the years that
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
she has been director of the comThe active members and pledges from them.
Products
pany.
The Rabbi is strongly against
of Kappa Kappa Gamma entere idea of a Jewish state. He
"Barchester Towers" was a gay, tained the actives and pledges of
colorful comedy that moved swift- Pi Beta Phi a t an after-dinner cofys that the formation of any
ly and with the ease of a profes- fee in their lodge last Thursday
Kappa Alpha*s Have Party
sional production.
evening.
The Orlando and Winter Park
Last Thursday night the Kappa
alumnae associations of Kappa
Kappa Gamma combined last Sat- Alphas entertained the K a p p a
urday afternoon to entertain the Kappa Gammas at an informal
Kappa Pledges with a tea given at party at the K. A. house. Ninety
Kvam, Cellist, Is Member of "The Palms," the estate of Mrs. landwiches ordered from a downFrederick D. Trismen, a Winter town drug store and punch were
Rollins Music Faculty
served to the guests. During the
Park alumna.
Active members of Kappa Kap- ' evening dancing and games were
On Monday evening at 8 o'clock,
enjoyed by the group.
January 23rd, the Kvam Trio gave pa Gamma were present.
CHARLES
a concert for the Tuesday Evening
Series of lectures and concerts in
the Congregational Church. This
SIGRID GURIE
concert was originally announced
INCORPORATED
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
and
for January 30th but was placed a
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
308
E.
Park
Ave.
Phone
Winter
Park
418
week earlier.
HEDA
LAMARR
Specializing in Quality Merchandise. Well Laundered
Phone Orlando 3176
The Trio consists of Dante BerWalter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
gonzi, violinist, a graduate of RolPhone 5861
Orlando, Florida
"Pressing While You Wait"
lins and a well known violinist and
ALTERATIONS BY CHAS. J. KEITH
vioUst. He is first violist in the
Central Florida Symphony and viNow is tlie time to paint that bookcase or chair—
olist of the Alexander Bloch string
quartet.
JAP-A-LAC ENAMEL 79c Pt.
Arnold K. Kvam, cellist, graduate of Peabody Institute of Music,
GILDDEN PAINT AND VARNISHES
Baltimore, where he was a scholar348 E. Park Ave.
Winter Park
ship student for four years. Mr.
Kvam was for two years a member
of the Baltimore Symphony and
was a scholarship student for two
years at Munich and a fellowship
student in Berlin. He is now first
cellist of the Central Florida Symphony, an instructor at Rollins
Conservatory and a member of the
Alexander Bloch string quartet.
Ann Mercer Kvam is a graduate
of Staaliche Akademie der TonAngebilt Hotel BIdg.
Orlando
kumst, Munich, Germany.

TonySarg'sFamous
Marionettes Will
Appear Saturday

Ted Shawn Brings Troupe to Orlando
For ''Dance of Ages" Program Friday

Rahbi Lazaron Expresses Hope For Better
Understanding Between Religious Groups

Rollins Press Store

RAY GREENE

THE SEA GULL GIFT SHOP

cal process vegetable and animal
life) and air is the motivating inspiration of the choreography. Aj,
so each of the four movements rep.
resents a stage of development in
human society.
The personnel of the company is
practically the same as it has been
for the past five years with the
addition of two new members. Jess
Meeker, accompanist-composer for
Shawn, has written the music for
the entire production.
Members of the group in addition to Shawn and Meeker are:
Barton Mumaw, ex-student of Rollins college, Wilbur McCormack,
Fred Hearn, Frank Overleej,
Frank and John Delmar, John
Schubert and Harry Coble.
Attention Rollins!
Visit

Harry's Restaurant
Famous for steaks, shrimp,
spaghetti and other delicious

dishes
Open until 2 a. m.
Just across from Sears Roebuck
Come to

The Music Box
For latest hits—Record
Sheet Music
Park Ave.
Phone 151

Andy's Garage

Pi Phis Entertained
By Kappas Thursday

Central Florida's Most Modem

DATSON

Cold Storage Vault

Dairies, Inc.

Will be open for
business

February 1st

Kvam Trio Presents
Concert On Monday

Certified Drycleaners

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

BRIGHTER HOMES PAINT CO.

Town and Country
Shop

Alumnus Is Father
Robert Morrow, a member of the
class of 1936, and his wife announce the birth of a daughter,
Barbara Ann, at the Bryant Sanitarium, New York City on January 12. Mr. Morrow was a member of Rho Lambda Nu fraternity
which is now Sigma, Nu.

Presents a Brilliant Collection of
California Fashions
INDIVIDUAL STYLES FOR TOWN AND
COUNTRY WEAR

Winter Park Branch

BOYER

The NEW
PALM BEACH
SUITS

Slacks $4.75
Enjoy the comfoit and smartness of the new Palm Beach
suits now. You'll like its new,
smooth shoulder—perfect f i t easy, shapely drape—and lighter weight. See the handsome
new patterns and colors —
planned for resort wear — at
the new How price!

Yowell-Drew Co.
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Economists Meet Protestant, Catholic and Jewish Leaders
Here To Discuss Hold Conference; Stress Church Influence
Last week Rollins College had the churches will survive. Father
its guest, Father Edward E. Stephens feels that the most unQuestion of Tax asStephens,
director of the Diocesan happy land across the seas today is
Experts on Taxation Will Discuss Problems; Prof. Melcher is on Committee

Missionary Fathers in Richmond,
Va., who came here with Rev. A.
Morgan Noyes and Rabbi Morris
Lazaron to participate in a religious conference for the forwarding of tolerance among people of
different faiths.
During their stay here the three
leaders, each of a different church,
Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish,
held conferences in which they
sought to bring about mutual understanding and freedom from bigotry, attributes so necessary to the
peace of our times. They came into more direct contact with the
students and faculty at informal
gatherings in which our guests
only superseded their natural love
of fun and Companionship by their
intense devotion to the work they
are doing. Those of us who have
heard these inspiring men speak
and have talked with them will
long remember and heed their
words.
Father Stephens has been for
many years a member of various
conference tours to which he has
given freely of his time and services. As a strong advocate of
the rights of men as human beings
rather than the rights of men as
units of a social, political, or any
other kind of system. This belief
underlies all his words and actions.
In speaking of bigotry. Father
Stephens asserts that there are
two main causes, isolation and ignorance. The first reason is fast
disappearing with our modern
methods of comunication; the second can and, Father Stephens believes, will be overcome by the
type of work which he is doing,
particularly in educational institutions.
When asked what he thought in
regard to the situation in Europe
he replied that while it is grave

One of the highlights of the
Fourth Annual Economic Conference to open here tomorrow will be
the sessions of The Tax Problems
Institute, sponsored by the Winter
Park Property Owners Association,
in collaboration with the Conference Committee.
A considerable number of representatives of Florida experts on
taxation will take part in the discussions planned by the Tax Problems Institute Committee, comprised of Harvey S. Chase, accounting
consultant; Professor
William Melcher, of Rollins College and George C. Warner.
The prime aim of the Institute
is to examine the present tax plan
objectively and determine what improvements might be made in order
to effect a more equitable distribution of the tax burden. Open conferences will enable those assembled to join freely in the discussions,
in order that varying viewpoints
may be considered.
An extensive program has 1
arranged for the Institute m
bers, which opens tomorrow m
ing, when they gather in the Annie Russell Theatre to hear
opening addresses of the Economic
Conference by Dr. Truman
Bingham and Colonel Willian
Wilgus.
A Round Table Luncheon
cussion will be held at 12:45 in
Commons. After luncheon the
cussion will continue throughout
the afternoon.
In the evening, at 8:15,
members will return to the Annie
Russell Theatre to attend a session
of the Conference presided over by
President Hamilton Holt, during
which Hon. Robert Wilberforce
will speak oi Economic Conditions
in England ,nd Dr. Charles W.
Dabney will discuss Vocational
Training.
Friday
rning and afternoon
the Institute i ncmbers will convene
with the Rollins Economic Conference on Taxation in tho Annie
Russell Theatre.
The Institute's program closes Series to Conclude at End of
Winter T e r m ; Faculty
Saturday with a meeting a t 10
o'clock at the Winter Park ChamMembers Will Also Speak
ber of Commerce, after which the
members will adjourn for a final
Lawrence
Adler,
nationally
luncheon and discussion at the Colknown lecturer on music aesthetics
lege Commons.
and history, will give a series of
lectures in connection with the Music Appreciation courses, it is announced by Professor Christopher
O. Honaas. The first lecture will
be on February 14, and the series
close with the end of the winAlumnae and Actives Attend will
ter term. Four of these lectures
Banquet at Virginia Inn
will be included in the Adult Education course in Music AppreciaThe Upsilon Beta Chapter of tion, held in the Annie Russell
Chi Omega fraternity announces Theatre on Tuesday mornings at
the initiation of five new members 10:45 A. M. Students who have this
on Sunday, January twenty-second period free may go and receive
at the Chi Omega house. The five regular credit. Mr. Adler has
members are Marion Russ, Lyn given much time to the research
Naught, Betty Watson, Jacque- of Hindu and South American muline Campbell, and Ann Kruse.
sic and it is expected that he will
A banquet was held at the Vir- dwell on this field. He will also
ginia Inn after the initiation Sun- be a lecturer in the regular course
day evening. Alumnae and pledges in Music Appreciation.
attended as well as old and new acOn Tuesday morning, January
tive members.
24, Alexander Bloch, professor of
n and conductor of the SymDr. Lazaron Honored at Tea phony Orchestra of Central Florida, lectured on "Symphonic LiterOn Saturday, January twenty- ature." Succeeding lectures will
first, the Chi Omegas sponsored a include discussions of "Violincello
tea in honor of Rabbi Lazaron at Literature," by Arnold Kvam;
the Chi Omega house. Margery "Voice Literature," hy Aroxie
Chindahl acted as hostess, assisted Hagopian; "Chamber Music," inby Peggy Cass, Alice Elliott, and cluding the bassoon, and "Voice
Sherry Gregg.
Literature," by Bruce Dougherty.

WE INVITE YOU

Walter Royal To Be Tenor
Soloist Tomorrow Evening

Spain in which members of his own
Catholic Church are so desperately fighting one another.
It is interesting to note that
this Catholic priest feels that the
baiTiers of the immigration laws
in this country should be lowered
to let in Jewish refugees from the
dictatorships; while his colleague,
a Jewish rabbi, fears that the consequences of doing so would be too
great a detriment tq our country
as few of the persecuted could find
employment here.
Father Stephens remarked in
closing, "It is in the churches of
America with their strong stand
for democracy that we shall have
our greatest protection against totalitarian rule.
Their members
must work together to keep this a
free land where we may all worship and live as we wish."

The Vesper sei-vice for last
Thursday included Toccata on
"Filia et Filiae" by Farnum, an
aria by Bach, three numbers from
Grieg's Peer Gynt suite, Depuis le
Jour by Charpentier, Mozart's Violet, the Overture to Romeo and
Juliet by Tschaikowski, and a Festival Prelude by Faulkcs. Herman
F. Siewert was the organist. The
soprano singer was Hazel Darlington Yarborough accompanied by
Emelie Dougherty.
At the vesper service tomorrow
Walter Royall will be the tenor
soloist.

Five Are Elected To ,
Student Players Club
Informal

Initiation

to

THIS WEEK
at your

BABY GRAND
Beginning Wednesday 25th
Wednesday Only, January 25th
PARIS HONEYMOON with
Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal,
Akim Tamiroff and Shirley

ALGIERS with Charles Boyer,
Sigrid Gurie and Heda Lamarr.
Added
Hollywood
Graduation and "The Life of
Nostradamos"

'KENTUCKY" with Loretta
Young and Richard Greene.
Added Special MARCH OF
TIME.

be

Charles Boyer and Glamorous Hedy
Tonight in English House
Lamarr Star in ^Algiers^ at Baby Grand
Prof. Bailey To Speak
The Rollins Student Players at a
On Play *Lost Colony' The colorful activity of a Medi- leaving the ntry, Boyer risks meeting last Wednesday night in

terranean city of Northern Africa arrest to board the ship on which the English Building voted upon

following people as eligible for
Will Address English Majors forms the background of "Algiers," she is about to depart, and t h e the
Walter Wanger's romantic melo- picture reaches a thrilling climax membership in the organization:
At Meeting Tomorrow
Margery Chindahl, Dudley DarThursday evening, January 26,
the English, Speech and Dramatic
Art Majors will hold their first
meeting of the year In the Woolson English Building at 7:30. Professor Howard Bailey of the Drama Department will speak on the
production of Paul Green's "The
Lost Colony" at Roanoke Island.
For the past few summers Professor and Mrs. Bailey have
been with the company that presents the play. Professor Bailey
not only plays an important part
in the drama but also serves as
Production Manager.
The production of "The Lost
Colony" is unique. Mr. Green has
forbidden its presentation anywhere except on Roanoke Island
where the actual events depicted
in the drama occurred. It is given
in an open-air amphitheatre which
is built in the form of a stockade.

Lawrence Adler To
Lecture on Music
Society Meets
In Adult Course Poetry
At President's Home

Chi Omegas Initiate
Five Pledges Sunday

Mrs. Yarbrough Sings
F o r Organ Vespers

Jessie

Rittenhouse To Be
Principal Speaker

Members of the Poetry Society
of Florida will gather for the first
meeting of this year, Saturday afternoon, January 28, at 3:30 p. m.,
at Dr. Holt's home on Interlachen
Avenue.
Mrs. Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard,
president of the club, will be the
principal speaker, using the life
and poetry of Robertson Jeff ers
as her topic. Mrs. Scollard will
open her talk by discussing t h e
home of the poet at Carmel, California. This introduction will lend
a clearer thought when the speaker continues her talk, sketching
the life of Mr. Jeffers. In concluding, she will read several of
the better works of Robertson Jef-

Art Models Are Needed
Models are needed for the Art
classes, painting, B and C periods,
sculpturing, C and D. Thirty-five
cents an hour will be paid for
seated poses and forty for standing. Anyone interested g e t in
touch with Jean Fairbanks.

drama starring Charles Boyer opposite Sigrid Gurie and Hedy Lamarr in his most exciting role as
Pepe le Moko, debonair international jewel thief, at t h e Baby
Grand Theatre for 3 days beginning on Saturday, January 28.
Practically the entire action of
the picture takes place in "the
Casbah," mysterious native quarter of the capital of Algeria. This
district is a haven of refuge for
criminals from all countries of Europe, Asia and Africa.
Local color of this romantic spot
has been duplicated with uncanny
accuracy by studio technicians, and
all backgrounds for the action were
actually filmed in Algiers.
As the story opens, Boyer and
his g a n g , fugitives from Paris,
have lived in the Casbah for two
years, never venturing outside its
boundaries for fear of arrest. In
the district they are safe from the
police in the adjoining French city,
who dare not molest them owing
to t h e ferocity of the natives;
though the local inspector, Joseph
Calleia, continually watches t h e
genial crook. The only hope of the
officials is that sometime they may
lure the jewel thief outside t h e
Casbah and thus bring about his
capture.
Boyer, however, is content to remain in the squalid quarter with
his wildly jealous, native sweetheart, Sigrid Gurie, and laugh at
the futile scheming of the police.
But one day the Casbah is visited by a group of Parisian tourists, including the glamorous Hedy
Lamarr. She happens to m e e t
Boyer and a romance develops.
The police inspector views the situation with satisfaction, h o p i n g
that circumstances will eventually
lure the fugitive outside the district. In furtherance of his scheme,
he tells Miss Lamarr that Boyer
has been killed, and she and her
party prepare to sail for Ffance.
Learning that his new love is

JOHN CRAIG
Will Autograph Copies
of His Book on
January 31
the morning of his lecture

in a series of dramatic scenes on
the dock.
Afforded the best role of h i s
screen career in "Algiers," Boyer
delivers an engaging characterization of the debonair jewel thief..
The picture takes on added interest through the fact that it marks
the first time the star's rich bassbaritone singing voice has been
heard on the screen. In addition
to Boyer, Miss Gurie, Miss Lamarr
and Calleit, the cast includes Alan
Hale, Gene Lockhart, Mme. Nine
Koshetz, Robert Greig, C l a u
Dell, Bert Roach and many other
popular artists. The picure
directed by John Cromwell f r
a screenplay by J o h n Howard
Lawson, with additional dialogue
by James M. Cain. The story i-^
by Detective Ashelbe. "Algiers" is
released through United Artists.

Figures of men and ^
ting in glass bottom boats and
watching underwater scenes at
Wakulla Springs were cast and
painted by Michael Angelo Bonanno of the Florida National Exhibits studios. The wax figures
are scooped shells; solid casts
would have strained the boats'
mechanism. They will be seen in
the Wakulla Springs spectorama at
the Florida exhibit at the New
After ten years of study by its York World's Fair.
scientists, there will he published
soon at Brown University a threevolume atlas of the speech peculiarities of New Englanders.
The department of printing at
Cai-negie Institute of Technology
has equipment valued at more than
$250,000.
The first students of Villanova
College were required to furnish
with large
silver
spoons.

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

Dr. Martin Continues Talks themselves
Dr. John Martin will continue hU
series of lectures on problems of
significance to the world today
with a talk on "Problems of Palestine and World Jewery" which will
be presented in the auditorium of
the Winter Park High School
January 26.
Over a thousand people heard
him speak on the "Pan American
Conference at Lima" at the high
school auditorium on January 19.
An Oberlin College committee
has just passed a ruling which
says that the college flag must be
flown when college is
on sjiecial holidays.

For Real Values
Come in and Look
These Over
'37_40C Buick Conv.
Sedan
'36 Pontiac 8 Conv.
Coupe
'36—66 C. Buick Conv.
Coupe
'36 Chrysler Conv. Sedan
'38 Packard Coupe

Orange-Buick
Company

Hough's Food Shop

•
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520

Park Ave.

AIR LINE RESERVATIONS
and

TICKETS
See BETTY PHILLIPS
Information desk at 4 p. m.
Eastern Air Lines
Phone Or/ando 6865

First
Resorters
For 1939

330 N. Orange Ave.

Phone 5410
Current issue of the Saturday
Evening Post, on the newsstands
this week, contains a descriptive
article on Marine Studios, at Marineland near St. Augustine. The
article is illustrated by nine colored photographs on the tanks,
their denizens and a diver in one
of the pools. The story, written
by J. Bryan, III, is entitled "Ocean
Under Glass."

Wax Figures View Underwater

ling, Frank Daunis, Victoria Morgan, Caroline Sandlin, and Richard Verigan.
The students, either as actors or
technicians in the various productions of the Players, satisfied in
full the requirements for membership. An informal initiation ceremony will be held tonight in the
Woolson English Building, tj

Orlando

Reserve your copy now

BOOKERY
E. Park Ave. Winter Park

SAILCLOTH
SLACKS
$2.50

Have it done now — Washing, Polishing, Simonizing
to look over our cruise clothes—fashioned for
the young and gay out of unusual fabrics in

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

irresistable colors.

THE L i m E GOWN SHOP
785 N. ORANGE AVE.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Buck Johnson—Campus Agent

•

New
•

Durable
•

Colorful

R E S O R T D R E S S SHOP . . . SECOND FL,OOR

ORLANDO. FLORIDA

Barbara Mills, Mgr,

Superbly tailored frocks are as important to the new
season as the Florida sunshine. Linens, linen and lace
combinations, and a new twine-twist fabric. Gay tropic
prints and sugary pastels in the newst Southland tones.

We solicit your busness
Winter Park, Phone 413

I home town
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

R.C. BARER
at the comer downtown

Dickson-Ives
The Women's Store

THE
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Students
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Yes, we're back on the subject of sandspurs again, but this time we have something good to report. As a result of all the
pressure that has been placed on the college
in the past few months to clean up the intramural field, Rollins is making the field fit to
play on.
The "Sandspur Bowl", as it is not affectionately known, will no longer bear that
title. From now on we will have to find
something else to rap and find fault. We
give the college a great deal of credit for
recognizing a bad situation and then correcting it.
All that remains now is for some clever
soul to think of an appropriate name for the
reconditioned field. We suggest "Sleepy
Hollow."
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellf'ltnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
ts gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combal and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

We Need a Re-Deal
The New Deal has been rightly named. It
is new in every sense of the word, for never
before in the history of our country has the
government tried to buy votes and regulate
business as they are now doing. It is a deal
all right—a dirty one.
We have heard a number of people excuse the more objectionable policies of the
New Deal by saying that President Roosevelt fully believed in what he was doing,
and therefore, he is not directly responsible
for the untold waste of money and resources,
to say nothing of the sad effect his work
Is having on the morale of the American
Public. Obviously this excuse is not a legitimate one, for few of the New Deal policies
have been objective in their nature.
The WPA and all other channels for government spending for relief are the most
successful methods of vote buying we can
imagine. Where Hitler and his cohorts use
coercion to remain in power, the New Deal
is using a much more subtle means of perpetuating the "Liberals" of the Democratic
party. It is only natural that people who
are working on government projects should
favor the party that is providing the work.
Few stop to realize that it is this same party
that is paralyzing business and keeping other men out of work.
It is about time that we call the New
Deal a mis-deal and ask for a re-deal. The
end of this foolish policy of waste is evidently very near, for the people are tiring
of entrusting their money to a spendthrift.
A sensible, conservative period has always
followed radicalism and it probably always
will. There is little we can do now about the
situation except to overlook the cheap propaganda that is being spread and remember
the evils of the New Deal when it comes
time to vote in the next election.

Pardon
Long a topic of social-minded collegians
and their teachers, the question of Tom
Mooney's guilt or innocence was settled to
their great satisfaction when California's
Gov. Culbert Olson freed the man who has
spent 22 years in prison for his alleged participation in a Preparedness Day bombing in
1916.
Not one of the hundreds of college newspaper editors raised a dissenting voice over
Gov. Olson's pardon. Most of them lauded
him with many words and flower sentences,
and many hailed it as the beginning of an
"era of industrial compatibility — a realization that responsible unionism, legitimately
recognized, is equally beneficial to employe
and employer." Seconding this view of the
Syracuse- University "Daily Orange," the
Grinnell College "Scarlet and Black" hails
the pardon as something more than just a
victory for labor. It claims that "it is a triumph of something a very great deal bigger
than labor — justice has been done at last.
The act comes as a burst of light to a world
increasingly darkened by injustice and by
bitter strife."
A neat commentary on modern-day politics was added to its editorial by the University of Iowa "Daily lowan": "Governor Olson of California deserves full credit for being an unusual politician. He made a campaign promise, and he kept it. That's all too
rare in these parts, any parts for that matter."

Laugh
"Little things are important to little
men." With this quotation from Goldsmith,
West Virginia students entered the second
round of their battle of words vrith the staff
of Das Schwartze Korps, official organ of
Adolf Hitler's nazi police guard.
When that particular unit of the newspaper chorus maintained for the exclusive
playing of "Heil Hitler" tunes received thi
cabled announcement of the Mountaineers
that they were going to "break off relations
with Germany," its editors called out some
new adjectives for their reply: "The telegram is not very original. Nobody could expect that the dripping-nosed offshoots of
Babbits who lust for war profits would deal
frivolously with diplomatic relations of two
nations than do Jews assembled around President Roosevelt. Prosit."
To end the second roand of diplomatic
battle between the all-powerful, seriousminded journal of one nation and the funloving students of another nation's state university, the W.V.U. student newspaper,
"Daily Athenaeum", came back with this:
"You take things too seriously over there!
. . . A country that bans Mickey Mouse and
Donald Duck obviously lacks humor . . . and
if anyone should feel insulted, gentlemen, we
should; for our cablegram was at least civil,
and in neither of your editorials has the tone
been other than defamatory . . . Well, we are
still laughing. We hope to be able to laugh
at posturings and grimaces always, no matter where they appear. Heaven help us when
we can no longer laugh!"

Justice
Entirely commendatory have been college students of President Roosevelt's appointment of Prof. Felix Frankfurter of
Harvard to the U. S. supreme court bench.
Not averse to punning on such a grave subject, the "Toreador" of Texas Technological
College labeled its editorial, "Frankfurter —
Hot Dog!" Like most collegiate editorial writers, it gave the appointment its stamp of
approval, but added: "One can hardly expect
his decisions to be other than favorable to
the administration."

A Matter of Dress
"If the girls on the campus would dress
with just a little less of that air of abandon,
they really would look much more attrac-"
tive." Men students at the University of
Rochester, N. Y., are a trifle annoyed because coeds on their campus refuse to dress
up for them.

Traverers Safety ServJM

' T H be Rnithed in a Jiffy—oi know the reason why.''.

FOOTNOTES
Two Alumni Come Back to View the Campus; Recognize Some Faculty Members; Perpetual Undergrads
By Steven H. Bamberger
^ ^ - ^ — — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ and Alan Taulbee
EDITOR'S NOTE: This week "Footnotes" is written by
two graduates of Rollins. Steve Bamberger, known on this
campus as "Bam," was a t one time the author of this column.
The Sandspur is in no way responisble for any of the contents
of the following article.
To those who do not know us, besides Mr. Haggety, Mr Brown,
Stew Haggerty and E. T. Brown, (not to ention Ervin Brown and
Stewart Haggerty) we are two alumni who just came back to college.
We came back via Route 1 to Jacksonville where we switched to
Route 17 touching Palatka, DeLand, de water, and de wide open
spaces, including Harper's, John's, the Conservatory of Music ana
Lucy Cross. Where we're going from here is none of your damn
and that goes for you too Stew Brown and Erv Haggerty.
first glimpse of the camne several weeks after we'd
been here. Mrs. Banzhaf, on her "I am training
usual tour of inspection, mistook said subversively.
"Oh!" we answered and rushed
a set of used hot water botd absent-mindedly threw us to the Infirmary for our vaccinaout of the window onto the tennis tion.
Fom here, disguised as two litcourts. Fortunately for us, Aimee
Buell Macpherson Trowbridge and tle oleander bushes, we wended our
William "Big Bill" Denney, volley- way to the office of the Dean where
ing at the time, eyed us as a cou- we tried to register once more.
"Where is y o u r birth certifiple of converts and rushed us to
Knowles Amatorial Grapple vi'here cate?" said Winslow Samuel AnChristopher Honaas, training his
"You took it when we first came
choirites, brought us to our senses.
here, way back in '33," we said.
'Our next number is, 'I'm For- "We've been orphans of the ColiT Blowing Bubble' by Bach,"
Christopher rasped.
"That's tough," he commiseratm't this where we came i n ? " ed, '^but we destroy our files every
huddered.
other year. Have you consulted
0," he answered. "That was Miss Treat about your status?"
Auerbach."
"No, we haven't," we answered
"Zo," we said, "from Bach to roughly. "But look at Atwood, he's
Auerbach und Bach again!"
on his second time around."
Once out of the Grapple, we tried
"He's different. He's a Theta
to be as friendly as possible. We Kappa Nu," said the Dean, ending
greeted everybody, whether we the interview.
tnew them or not, and it was a
At this point a posse of twentyHello old man," or "How are you three alumni of the class of '88
Cutie" until we finally encounter- plus Stew Haggerty and Ervin
face that was more recogniz- Brown advanced. They looked us
able than the average run.
over. "Are you still in College?"
'Well, for goodness sakes," we they asked. WE collapsed.
blurted, "Are you still in College?"
"I beg your pardon, b u t I'm
President Holt," he stammered, and
shuffled away.
Our next encounter was w i t h
Rosalie Atwood and Polly Dean,
who were last seen taking Biology
Jane Russell and Katherine
for II in 1934. "I guess you're
prised to see us," Polly croak- Porcher spent Saturday and Sun"But we're fixtures here just day at their homes in Cocoa.
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much as Hag Stewarty, Chase
Hall, and "Simonize Sam." As a
matter of fact, we've been here so
long, that we have thought of
starting a Winter Park Rollins
Alumni Club. "Good for you, Polly," we chimed, "and we'd suggest
Don Bradley and Warren Goldsmith as your first full-time charter members."
Our tour of the Campus brought
as next to Cloverleaf where familiar faces end and familiarities
begin. "Say Toots," we chirped,
'what about a bounce around the
; Dr:
'11 have you know I'l Mrs.
Lester," she drawled.
"We might have said, "We're Enight for a Willy-nilly time," but
instead we motored on to Lakeside
where twenty-three transfers h a d
been asleep for an hour and a half,
just ninety minutes before "Lights
Out."
Not knowing what to do, we
hopped on the "Dinky Train" and
got off at the Gamma Phi Beta
se where we found Peggy Mary
Norsworthy Sheppard W h i t e l y
reading "Mein Kampf" on the pier
and Marilyn Tubby Smith training
minnows in the shallow water.
"What are you d o i n g there,
Marilyn?" we asked.

Kay Powell and Mary Aufsesser went to Kay's home in Miami
for the week-end.
Jeanne Brantmann was a guest
at the home of Mrs. Waldman at
Coral Gables last week-end.
Anne Earle went to her home a t
St. Petersburg for Saturday and
Sunday.
Margaret Ann Martin spent the
week-end a t Ft. Lauderdale with
her family.
Jayne Rittenhouse visited Mrs,
Pearl Arnold a t L.ake Worth over
the week-end.
Lillian Ryan, Louis Bills and
Joe Hanna went to Kelsey City for
Saturday and Sunday.
Else Stig spent the week-end
with her parents in Clearwater.
Peggy Wiley went to St. Peters,
burg to visit her parents.
Polly Young was the guest of
Bob McFall at his home in St.
Petersburg Saturday and Sunday.
When the new census is taken
next year, Ocala intends to be listed in the cities having a population
of more than 10,000. Through the
Marion County Chamber of Commerce a proposition is being presented to the Ocala city council to
extend the city limits to make this
advanced rating possible.

K. A. Smoker Is Neither Stag
Nor Stagnant; Kappas Enter
Esso. "I thought you said someParty Intended for Alumni thing else."
Turns Into Dance W h e n
At ten o'clock when the pledges
Feudin' Hits New High
were disposed of, Miss Mackemer
decided to go home. Your o l d
mother had a grim time persuading
By Jess Gregg
her not to. Tearing from the house,
The K. A.'s planned a quiet Betty bounced into a waiting car,
smoker for the alumni last Wed- from which she was promptly renesday night, whereupon Mrs,
Scott, who is a lady, decided to be
"You fool," roared Betty, biting
out for the evening. So it was the dust.
scarcely her fault that while she
"Sticks and stones may break
was absent the Kappa Kappa Gam- my bones—" your correspondent
mas should see fit to descend on was about to recite, when WHAM,
us lambs like a pack of wolves. Miss Mackemer's diligent fist conYes, wolves.
tacted his eye, discouraging furCards, conversation, and ping- ther efforts a t poetry.
pong were flourishing in the downAt ten thirty, the boys still had
stairs playroom when it was dis- the Kappas, and no cue sticks or
covered that the billiard balls ^nd balls. The girls were told that
cue sticks were missing. There until our things were returned,
was absolutely not a clue except they would be detained. At this
Esso Pierce cruising around in point Mrs. Scott came home. The
front of the house. Brothers Lu- plan was not encouraged.
zier, Belden and Hume saw to it
Sandwiches, coco-cola and dance
that she was invited in. Enter- music were provided before t h e
tainment was provided with lec- girls were escorted home in a mantures and intrepretations of foot- ner safe, sane, and Sabine.
ball tactics by Pappy Daunis, in
The K.A.vemen hope the Kapwhich Miss Pierce herself aided.
pas will have the decency to return
As the evening whipped on, Bet- to them their billiard balls and
ty Mackemer, Elsa Stig, Shirley cue sticks, before they get really
Levis, Betty de Giers and a bevy peeved.
of bouncing pledges visited us.
They were entertained by impromptu games of Hare and
Hound.
About this time Pledge Riddle
brilliantly announced his intentions
of stealing the Kappa door.
Dr. Noyes and Father Stev"I'm going to phone our house
ens Speak to 30 Students
mother," cried Esso.
"Why you snitch," roared Pledge
An important meeting of the InCamp.
"What ?" shrieked Esso, eyes ternational Relations Club and the
Interracial Group was held a t the
wide.
"I said, you're a snitch," re- home of President Hamilton Holt,
Friday, January 20, at 7:30 p. m.
turned the old Camp.
"Beg pardon," blushed Kappa's Dr. Noyes and Father Stephens,
distinguished visitors to Rollins,
spoke briefly on the topic "The
Threat of Totalitarian States to
Democracy" and a general discuslion of the subject followed. In
eference to this question Dr.
Noyes said that we, as Americans,
Mr. Arsenault Will Revamp
should be careful to preserve the
Group; Meet Tomorrow
deals typical of our democracy
such as the valued freedom of our
The first meeting for the win•ess and religious beliefs.
ter term of the French Club will
Dr. Holt, Dean Balaz, Professor
be held in the Kappa Kappa Gam- France and Dr. Yarros and some
ma lodge, Thursday evening, Janu- thirty students were present at
ary 26, a t 7:30 p. m., a t which the meeting.
time, Mr. Arsenault will reorganize the club.
After a business meeting, when
the necessary officers and committees are elected, members will
be entertained by listening to
some of the more famous French Orchestra Will Be Heard On
records. Biographical sketches of
Rollins Radio Hour
the composers of the pieces played,
will be read by members of the
The Central Florida Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of
Mr. Arsenault ad his classes are
Alexander Bloch will be heard for
enthusiastic concerning this reorthe first time on the air t h i s
ganization, and it is hoped that
week when the first part of the
the club can hold six meetings this
program will be given on the Rolterm, each on a different night of
ins radio hour. T h e Symphony
the week, so that all students may
vill commence a t eight o'clock inattend these gatherings. Various
tead of eight-fifteen as formerly
programs have been outlined for
announced in order to make t h e
the term, among which a French
broadcast from eight to eight-thirmovie will be shown.
ty possible. This practice will be
ontinued for concerts in the fuThe University of Pittsburgh ture. The program will go on the
from the auditorium of t h e
Men's Council has established a
Tuxedo Exchange Agency for for- Winter Park High School. Those
mal-less students who wish to go persons planning to attend a r e
to formal dances. Students will asked to be in their seats a few
minutes before 8 p. m.
provide the tuxes to be rented.

IRC and Interracial
Group Have Meeting

French Club To Hold
Year's First Meeting

Symphony Concert To
Be Broadcast Tonight

Campus

Camera
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—ALONG THE SIDELINES
Basketball Has a Place at Rollins; Gives Novices a
Chance in Intramural Program
By Wendy Davis •
,
It is a rare occurrence when departments of a newspaper differ on
, matters of editorial policy. Usually, a firm policy regarding all subi jects is fixed and the decisions adhered to in all columns of the journals,
J but in a. small college weekly such as ours, maybe precedent can be
; broken. This columnist feels that it should be broken in the case of
] the varsity basketball situation.
[
Last week, the editorial page of the Sandspur carried the query
"Do We Need Basketball?" in its columns. The statements boldly
, typed in this editorial caused so much critical comment among the
male undergraduates, that we feel some answers to the question are
, fitting.
The primary motive in organizing varsity basketball this year in the
minds of the athletic department was to oust the star members of the
intramural league, thereby offering the court sport to those less capable but as interested in playing in the intramural league. It was found
after five years of intramural basketball that the expert courtsmen
were doing all the playing, leaving the sport to a limited few. Others,
not so able, watched on the sidelines, hoping always to play, but never
receiving the opportunity. The league was annually one-sided, with
one team walking away from one or two others, while the remaining
clubs alternately taking turns as "pushovers"... Because of the natural
ability of the stars, great enthusiasm was professed by the student
bfKly, and practically every contest jammed Recreation Hall to capacity. It was not merely competition that attracted the crowd, but the
individual playing of the aces of each club.
Varsity basketball had been tried here before, but lack of money
a suitable gymnasium and interest at the time forced the sport out.
This was previous to the modern intramural program of Jack McDowall's. It was during the hey-days when "big muscle men" really did
hold sway here, and the rest of the student body helped attribute the
name of "country club." But the "big muscle" era was passe whei
McDowaH's intramural program shifted into high gear. The Intramural
activities were all running along smoothly with the stars of the various
sports represented on the varsity squads with the exception of basketball. The latter sport was the final question mark as far as true intramural competition A
The athletic department didn't want to start intercollegiate basketball at this time, because it still was wanting in finances. Recreation Hall had not increased in size, and various fraternities on the
campus were reluctant towards letting their star courtsmen quit
intramurals and hurt their brotherhood's chances. The odds were great
but McDowall was determined to aid intramural basketball and the
physical education program as a whole if there was any possible chance.

A small appropriation was given by the college towards the sport's
renewal. This, however, was not sufficient. It would not buy necessary equipment and afford costly games. McDowall decided to inquire from his would-be players if they wanted to undergo the difficulties of finances, poor playing conditions, and whether they wanted
to play. The answer to the last question was unanimous, and so McDowall got to work. In a few days money was raised from fraternities and individuals on the campus towards the purchasing of uniforms,
thus proving the desire of the majority of undergraduates towards varsity basketball. The use of the Winter Park High School floor for
practices was quickly obtained and cooperation of Orlando High
School officials in the use of the High School gym for some home
games was virtually assured. It was decided that the team would play
•Orlando city league teams for practice games, and that other Central
Florida clubs would be scheduled in the same light. After winter football was concluded, regular games would be played with collegiate
teams around "cracker land". Donations of cars for nightly trips were
secured and the operation of varsity basketball at Rollins on a pay and
go basis was installed.
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Tar Squad Initiates Rollins Basketball Tonight
Oppose Daytona Quintet in Ree Hall For
KA, Clubber and El Tares Have Fun in Cuba, First
Game in Seven Years; Mclnnis Coaches
TKN Fives Meet in Incidentally Play Football
PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
and Uncle Boo, who as a
Basketball Opener Cubans Specialize in *South- barrels;
Rollins
Pos.
Sparks Theatres
result of his activities there is
Intramurals Get Off To Good
Start As Sigma Nus Drop
Thriller to KA's 30-27
First Half Standing
Intramural Basketball
W
Theta Kappa Nu
1
Kappa Alpha
1
X-CIub
1
Phi Delta Theta
0
Sigma Nu
0
Sigma Phi Omega
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1

The "New Deal" in intramural
basketball got off to a booming
start Thursday afternoon at four
o'clock in Rec Hall when a rangy
K. A. team headed by the veteran
Pappy Daunis and Dick Belden
squeezed through to a 30-27 overtime win over a fighting Sigma
Nu five, led by Jim Coates and
Bruno Fedrizzi. It was Fedrizzi
who swished one through to knot
the count at 24-all and make the
overtime play necessary, but the
K. A.'s big height advantage told
in the end.
,
In the second game of the year,
a strong X Club quintet led by
Jack Myers and Jeff Kennedy
smothered the newly formed S. P.
O. courtsters 38-6. The newcomers showed plenty of fight but had
little chance against the experienced Clubbers.
Lanky Carrow Tolson led a Theta
Kappa Nu team weakened by the
loss of five of last year's men to
the varsity, to a 20-7 win over a
speedy Phi Delt aggregation. The
Phi Delts put up a great battle,
and the score stood 8-6 at the half,
but reserve strength and a decided
superiority in height gave the T.
K. N. quintet the needed margin.

Organ Vespers Will
Be Heard Tomorrow
Herman Siewert, Organist
To Play Classics
Organ Vespers for tomorrow
evening will consist of the following selections played by Mr. Herman Siewert, organist of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel:
1. March Triomphale .. Karg-Elert
2. Passacaglia in C minor .... Bach
3. Valse Trist
Sibelius
4. Spinning Song
Dupre
5. a) Love Me or Not
Secchi
b) Verborgenheit .... Hugo Wolf
Walter Royall, tenor
6. Dreams
McAmis
7. Finale, From Symphony I
Vierne

This is the feature of basketball as an intercollegiate sport here
this year, that the college will not be put in the hole because of the
sport's inauguration. No other major or minor sport here will be
hurt. Already, the primary motive for starting varsity basketball has
been successful, for the current intramural league is now underwsy
with at least 20 new faces and everyone of the new men finding great
sport in their new recreation. Surprising enough, there is not too
great a let-down in the calibre of play as first suspected, and" with the
A new study of evolution is beplaying of more games by each club, the situation will be even more ing made at Indiana University,
improved.
where Prof. A. C. Kinsey is examThe above paragraphs are merely for background, which was so ining 100,000 specimens of the gall
lacking in the editorial in question. The editorial admitted that the
motives of the athletic department in starting varsity basketball were
unknown, and the author could only hazard guesses. However, the
guesses were all wrong. Basketball was not attempted to earn money Psychologist Pats
In
for the athletic set-up. It was not established for a few individuals
Good Word for Football
who deired to play "their favorite sport in intercollegiate competition.''
The editorial went on to say that basketball would not draw crowds.
New Orleans, La.—(ACP)—
We are not here to go out on the limb and say that it will, but
In all this debate about the
according to recent reports from Orlando, court fans there are anxious
value of college football, a new
to witness intercollegiate basketball and have welcomed Rollins' step
point in its favor is its healthy
in this respect. This information was relayed through Coach Marion
influence on those who like to
"Snooks" Mclnnis, who learnlfi of this through city league officials
cut collegiate capers.
anxious to aid Rollins in its initial step. Seemingly, Orlando is steamed
This new point on the favorup over Rollins basketball; but, of course, only the future will answer
able side of the gridiron ledger
how steamed up they are.
comes from
John
Madison
Fletcher, distinguished psycholThe question of how good our varsity will be in intercollegiate ogist and retired Tulane University, faculty member, who
competition is not important now when one considers the purpose of
the installation. But after watching the luminaries of the intramural claims that highly organized
league for the past few years, and having witnessed Eastern Inter- athletic systems make it easier
collegiate League games in the past this columnist feels that we will to control the great masses of
not be lacking in good court material. The Eastern Intercollegiate is students found on college camone of the fastest leagues in the country, but we feel that with thei puses.
"It gives them an outlet
experience and practice as that maintained by those aggregations, the
rriaterial here last year could have given any one of those clubs a real which they need," he said. "If
they could not expend their
battle.
feelings on football they would
do it in more harmful ways."
Admittedley, Recreation Hall is not adequate enough for varsity
Dr. Fletcher has studied footbasketball, either to practice on or hold games. Harper-Shepherd
ball development from the days
Field likewise is not fit for either a football practice field, or baseball when it was regarded as a migames. Neither are the tennis courts here suitable for the racquet nor sport.
game nor is the swimming course worthy of meet competition or
"As football grew there was a
practice training grounds. The answer to all these difficulties is that decrease in the pranks and practhe athletic department is merely making the best of what they have, tical jokes which used to charand rather than throw out the entire physical educational program, acterize college life," he says.
they are attempting to make the best of the situation. Until Rollins
"It is seldom today that stucan afford a new gymnasium, new playing fields for football and base- dents
resort to vandalism.
tall, new tennis courts, a swimming pool, etc., the athletic department There has been a tremendous
will have to continue to make use of poor facilities.
increase in the number of students in colleges, but discipline,
instead of becoming weaker,
Naturally the step in creating varsity basketball here this year
has become better.
will be an arduous one. W ith the difficulties confronting it, basketball
"From my observation, I becan't hope to be compared to "Long Island University or Westminister"
lieve football is greatly responbasketball in its initial year. Maybe_ it can never attain the heights of
sible for this. It seems the same
the teams mentioned, for they are the cream of the crop; but that isn't energies are expended now in
the idea behind basketball here. The athletic department and those playing the game or cheering
seriously interested in the sport have no intention of stirring national on the team."
interest.

ern Hospitality', Riley Is not expected to be in top form
Dubbed 'Charlie McCarthy' this spring. Tsk! Tsk!

Lingerfelt
Jones
Jack Justice
Johnson
Joe Justice

L. F
C
R F
L. G
R. G

Offut
Bradley
Binford
Schemer
Kemmer

Speaking seriously of it all, Rol.It is rumored that the Rollins lins and the t e a m were thrown
bouquets in many ways during
Tars went to Cuba Christmas vathe trip. Already a letter h a s
cation. H o p i n g this rumor ha.= been received in which Mr. KendOfficially clad for the first time in six years in the blue and gold
foundation garments we delve into rigan, the coach for the Cuban
spangles of Rollins, a Tar quintet takes to the Recreational Hall hardsome of the more intimate, inter- team said—"Your team made a wood floor tonight at 8:30 against a semi-professional Sparks Theatre
great
impression—and
if
we
ever
esting, and undercover highlights
outfit from Daytona Beach in the initial encounter of the 1939 season
go anywhere in Cuba in football it
of the trip.
for Rollins' newly organized interwill largely be due to Rollins."
collegiate court forces.
Under the subtle chaperonage of And Rick Gillespie has been offerThe
Sparks
Theatre-varsity
Coach MacDowall, Professor Wein- ed a job as assistant coach there
clash will be preceded by a regubottle, and Mr. and Mrs. Fleet for next year. Besides that there
larly scheduled intramural league
Peeples, our heroes (because they is to be a game between the two
contest between Sigma Nu and
did win), took up their Cuban edu- teams here in Winter Park next Also Face W & L in Second
Theta Kappa Nu, the preliminary
cation where they left off l a s t October 27, and then the ChristRace of Double Header
tip-off coming at 7:30.
mas
game
as
usual
in
Cuba,
and
if
year. First of all they saw Key
The opener for Coach Marion
West, driving down and sailing all goes well our crew may go to
American International College
Mclnnis'
courtsters
Havana in June instead of New wili match strokes with the Rollins "Snooks"
from there because none of them
should afford excellent competition
York as was planned.
Tars in the feature event of a in experience value, for the Dayhad ever seen it before. They
Jack
McDowall
tells
us
that
the
double-header
crew
race
on
April
tona annually gathers a fast and
were a little disappointed in the
crowd at the University there were 6. This will be the second two- aggressive bunch of cagers. Last
place itself but quite intrigued
the most hospitable people he has race program in the history of year, in the only previous meeting
with the bridges. On the Seven even come in contact with, and
rowing on Lake Maitland.
of tonight's rivals, an Independent
Mile Bridge it was barely possible he hopes that from now on these
The second race on the program Rollins aggregation beat Sparks
to see land in some places, a n d trips will be made more of a Rol- will be between Rollins' old rivals
Theatres in the semi-final round of
that was where Soclette Soldati's lins event. Next Christmas vaca- Washington and Lee and Coach U. the Central Florida invitational
troubles started. Something about tion he hopes to take the band T. Bradley's 1939 edition of the tournament, 45-36.
the "notness" of land being there down with him and would like a "Plummers". American InternaThree Tar men, however, are
reminded him of a sea voyage, and crowd of students to go along to tional College, although a small lost from the quintet of a year
college, will offer the Rollins ago, and with reports that the visthe notion took active form. From join the fun and yell.
From
the
sounds
of
th;
bladesmen
the
stiffest
competition
trip
there, of course, he stepped onto
itors are greatly improved this
nothing will stop us, for on
to date as the A. I. C.'s have raced season, tonight's battle should prothe ship and found actuality.
we followed?
Williams and Dartmouth.
vide the keenest competition seen
When they landed in Cuba they
This race following within ten in Rec Hall for a long time.
went to the University of Havana
Don Murray, "Tiny" Phillips
stadium, which is impressively' The University of Wisconsin has days of the U. of Richmond race
made of marble and has a covered just established the first library in on March 2^ will give Rollinsites and Gerard Kirby are the absent
roof, and a locker room the size of the world to be used exclusively by and central Florida crew fans a members of last year's club which
Rec Hall and more elaborate than blind students. All of its books chance to see three very closely defeated Sparks, and their absence
will be felt by the loss of 27 points
almost any in the United States. are in braille.
which the three collaborated in seThe stadium also has a bar, a cuscuring last year.
tom we would like to see more of.
But Mclnnis' outfit of this seaThe team was greeted by a large
son has had more practices under
banner which said "WELCOME
their belts than last year's forces.
TARS" in \)ig letters. They had
For ten days now, the club has
the honor of being the first team
been working on side line plays,
to dress in the new locker room.
bucket formations and scrimmages
On the field the boys had to Coach McDowall Confident Carolina and a guard, was probably
the outstanding prospect of t h e with various fraternity fives on
conform to several Cubanish cusNew
Men
Will
Prove
To
Be
new group. His line play w a s the campus. The club is in good
toms which bring the drawing room
Great Asset To Team
noticeable because of his hard and shape physically, what with footand the football field closer tofast charging. His tackling is ball practice in the afternoon and
gether — one being the careful
By John Giantonio
something a backfield man likes to basketball sessions at night.
picking up of opposing players aftMclnnis has nominated Jack
Winter football ended its first steer clear of. He is a very ruger a play. The Tars got into the
spirit of the thing quickly a n d week with a heated scrimmage that ged player and he should prove to Justice and June Lingerfelt as his
knocked them down just to be able was played on a regulation game be a very suitable running mate forward combine, with Clyde "Hanto assist them to their feet. An- basis. Coach Jack McDowall split to veteran "Soc" Soldati, Claude dy Andy" Jones at the pivot post.
other high spot was personified by his squad of Tars into two groups Rawlins, a center, Runt Hampton, Probably the best guard combinaCarlos, the water boy; formerly the and last Saturday afternoon he back, also from North Carolina, tion in Central Florida will open
bootblack from ^he front of their gave them a chance to demonstrate showed great possibilities in their at the defensive posts in the perhotel, who gladly took the job for their qualities as football players. respective positions. Ollie Barker, sons of Joe "Buck" Johnson and
He was very well pleased with the a 200 pounder and a center of "Jumping" Joe Justice.
a dollar and a jersey.
For his second combination, Mcsome renown in Orlando has been
After the game had been played, spirit shown by the squad and it
switched to tackle and he and Ed lnnis has himself and Dick Rodda
MacDowall, Professor Weinbottle, gave him a chance to see exactly
Neidt, a graduate from the Fresh- at the forward posts, Bill Daughwhat
the
new
recruits
had
to
offer.
(who by this time had been nickAlthough there is plenty of man squad are expected to give erty at center, and Manny Branknamed "Charlie McCarthy" by the
provements in certain Chappie Lawton and Mel Clanton ert and Joe Rembock, guards.
Cuban team's coach), and the
The squad itself lacks the excepepartments
of the game, the fact I quite a bit of support at this poteam began their down-to-earth
tional height found in most quinperusing. MacDowall seems to fa- that the boys all seem to look for. sition. Barker has been out of tets, but the first five is fairly
vor a club he calls the Hub Hub ward to contact work with enthus- school for some time but from the rangy. Speed, fast breaking and
or the Dub Dub or the Hub Dub, iasm, is certainly a very favorable look of his play at an entirely new excellent passing is the present
and a biggish sombrero took a point. The game that was played position Saturday it will not take strength of the club, with Joe Jusfancy to Riley and wore him all at Harper-Shepherd Field brought him long to get back in the run- tice and Johnson acting as the
over the plays. The boys were to the front a competitive spirit ning. Neidt has only to get spearheads in the attack. Justice
treated to a seniorita apiece at a that bodes evil for many of the himself a bit more experience to for the last two years has proven
dance at the casino and would Tars opponents of the coming sea- prove a valuable man at this vul- his worth in intramural competihave done beautifully with the uni- son. This spirit is probably due nerable spot.
June Lingerfelt and Wee Willie tion, and will probably be named
versal language if it hadn't been to the number of positions l e f t
, captain because of his all-round
for the formality necessary f o r open by the graduation of a num- Daugherty have no competition as steadiness under fire. His guardfar
as anybody taking their names
their partners-—that of having to ber of our varsity men.
ing ability has been proven excepLast week was devoted to light from the starting lineup is conreport half hourly to the chapetion in the past and his long shots
rones, besides not being allowed workouts for both backfield a n d cerned, but Carl Sedlmayr and with a high arc are accurate.
Doyle
Darnold,
who
has
been
linemen, in blocking and tackling,
to leave the dance floor.
(Continued on page 6)
switched from guard to end, can
the
learning
of
plays
and
general
The things we would have liked
be depended upon to give a good
to have seen are: Jack Justice aft- ball handling. The backs devoted account of themselves. Keller and
he picked up the spinner-back poise
er his twenty-two Daiguiri's; Ollie much time to kicking, passing and Speas, ends on the freshman squad,
in nothing flat and he also showed
Dawtree wandering around with an running, while the linemen wel-e have both been transferred to
a fair amount of running ability,
awful pain on the left side and being industriously drilled in the guards where they should blossom
but he had not demonstrated his
that "love locked out" expression fundamentals of line play by Coach out and see quite a bit of action.
ability to "take it." He did that
on his face; Sammy Hardman, Soc, Alex Waite.
In the backfield, the mainstays Saturday. He has much to learn
As was demonstrated in the
and Jack J. trying to prove that
will be all veterans. Buck Johnson but with the training that McDowit's possible to drink all the rum scrimmage, the new Tars, without
at spinner, Joe Justice at quarter- all can give him and the natural
in Havana, even after having seen exception, all showed great promback, Manny Brankert at blocking qualities he posseses to play the
the store rooms piled high with ise. Bryson, a product of North
post and Lou Bethea. Then as a game, he should develop into a real
supporting cast to these we have threat.
Handy Andy Jones, and Bob Davis
Frank Grundler, a mainstay at
to help Buck, Billy Middlebrooks guard on last year's freshman
for Bethea a n d Frank Grundler team, is adapting himself to the
.
By Betty Mackemer
and John Giantonio, both gradu- blocking back position as though he
The report given out a short body were receiving insti'uction in ates from the line, helping Brank- were born for it. Jeff Kennedy
ert
out, while Merlin Mitchell can has also suffered a change; Jeff
time ago by Dr. Thurston Adams, athletics. 226 grades were given be counted on to give very able no longer belongs to the backfield
who has been making a survey of in the fall term in swimming, crew, support to Justice and Hardman.
but is now a promising ond. Jeff
golf,
tennis,
riding,
modern
and
Physical and Health Education at
Saturday's game was the f i r s t used to play end in Prep School and
folk dancing, fencing, archery,
Rollins, was to my mind very enbasketball, and correctives, from game that Bob Davis has e v e r though he did a good job at spinlightening and necessary. Dr.
the Women's Phys. Ed. depart- played in . His case was a dubious ner on the Tarlets he should prove
Adams has taken into considerament. 14 girls were unable to one until that time. He had show- himself a valuable man at t h e
tion the facilities at Rollins as they take any sport because of physical ed himself able to outkick anybody, flank.
are now and as we hope they will disabilities and 6 were in the band.
be some day. He found some This seems to me to be quite a bit
things that must be taken care of more than ten per cent taking part
immediately; others, more elabor- in athletics.
ate, which he hopes Rollins may
The golf and tennis tournaments
secure in the early future. I heart- are finally being finished, and in
ily agree vrith Dr. Adaips that "tha the finals of the tennis Barbara
10 New and Modern Bowling Alleys
period from 4:00 to 6:00 in the Bryant will play I. Rieger.
In
afternoon should be the student's the Monday-Wednesday afternoon
Soda Grill and Lounge
own". However, under our pres- golf class Francis Smith defeated
ent two-hour class system, this is Betty Winton and Eleanor Smith
impossible.
won the morning class tournaI, too, would like to know where ment. In the golf championship
720 N. Orange
Phone 6956
Dr. Adams collected the data that Anne Whyte lost to Betty Mackeonly ten per cent of the student

Tars Meet American
College Crew In April

New Tar Footballers Show
Promise in Winter Practice

Co-EDS IN S P O R T S — i

BOWL

For Health
And Fun

ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER

THE

Bach Festival To
Be Held in March;
Group Is Enlarged

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

The Florida Orange Festival Has Many New Fenlures

(Continued from page 5)

(Continued from page 2)
and is called upon for important
music festivals throughout the
country.
The heaviest role in the St. Matthew's Passion which is to be repeated at this year's Festival, wil!
be taken by the illustrious Bach
interpreter, Arthur Kraft, who has
sung this work more than forty
times, and been the soloist E
many of the Bethlehem Festival;
The program for the Winter
Park Bach Festival is as follows:
Thursday, March 2nd, 3 p. m. —
Three choruses from the Mass in
B minor, "Et Incarnatus Est,"
"Crucifixus" and "Et Resurrexit",
followed by the Cantatas, No. 155,
"My God, how long, oh, how
long?" and No. 140, "Sleepers
Wake".
Friday, March 3rd, at 3 p. m. —
First part of the St. Matthew's
Passion.
Friday, March 3rd, at 7:30 p. m.
Second part of St. Matthew's Pas-

^.A^i'S-

V §"'<^''^
Artist's conception of the grounds of Florida's big citrus show at Winter Haven, the weeli"
of January 23-28, as ihey will appear with the new ornate entrance, the permanent buildings,
and three new temporary Duildings, nousing Edufational. Florat ulture, and Allied Citrus Exhibita,
Many features will De absolutely new this year, including more citrus on display, landscaping and
decorations wHh iive citrus in profusion and more statewide representation of leading shippers
and growers and allied products exhibits.

RUDDER ROPES

Uses Chemistry Notebook
For Wall Paper in Room

Manhattan Gives Up Varsity Crew for Intra-Murals;
Rollins Joins a Rowing Association
-By Ted Pitman-

Madison, Wis. — (ACP) —
Some use black coffee, some use
crib notes, and some just forget
it! But the University of Wisconsin's Louis Sinitzky has
found the best way yet to reLew's wall is decorated by
large sheets of paper covered
with what at first sight looks
like Chinese symbols. Seen from
a closer view these mysterious
figures resolve into organic
chemistry formulas.

The Bach Festival is made posre sorry to learn that ou)
sible through the subscriptions of
r rival, Manhattan, has desponsors who pay $10 and receive
therefor two cards of admission to cided to give up intercollegiate
each of the three performances. rowing and spend their time or
Those who wish to give their sup- j intramurals, upon the advice of
president. This comes as a
port to the Festival and secure
cards as sponsors hould communi- great disappointment to Rollins
cate with the Bach Fetival Com- oarsmen as for years the Manhatmittee, P. O. Box 745, Winter Park. tan race has fast been gaining
The members of the Festival tradition and it has always heen
Committee are: R. B. Barbour, the race for which they pointed the
Mrs. Joshua C. Chase, Mrs. Helen most. It had been the hope of
0 . Dick, Dr. William H. Fox, Ar- both Rollins and Manhattan coachthur M. Harris, Dr. Hamilton Holt, es to hold the race on Lake MaitChristopher 0. Honaas, Mrs. Clin- land this year.
ton Scollard, Herman F. Siewert,
We sincerely hope that we shall
Mrs. Charles Sprague-Smith, and soon see the return of Manhattan
Mrs. Frances Knowles Warren.
to intercollegiate rowing so that
we may again take up friendly relations with them.

AMERICAN
Launderers

Dry Cleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS

Rick Gillispie
Ollie Daugherty

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25^93j

Rollins To Face
Daytona Five In
Rec Hall Tonight

with four, six or eight crews participating.
Possible members of the new organization are Manhattan, Rutgers, Washington and Lee, Rollins,
Dartmouth, Williams, Boston University and Marietta of Ohio. The
last named has great enthusiasm
for rowing and would be delighted
to put on the event. Marietta is a
little far away, however, and we
wouldn't be surprised if the event
eventually landed on the Raritan
River at New Brunswick.

Rollins received an invitation
this year to the event but owing
to the fact that it came on the
twentieth of May, Coach Bradley
was forced to decline. He asked,
however, that the Rollins crew be
kept as a member of the associaWe seen in Stanley Woodward's tion.
column in The Tribune that the
The intramural and varsity and
"junior" rowing colleges by which
we mean those which have come junior varsity crew schedules will
;ar in this column next week.
have not yet attained first-flight

into the sport recently and which
Oregon State College has a new
stature, are planning a "Poughass in sports appreciation that
keepsie" of their own.
They plan or perhap "hope" is a meets every week.
better word, to run a regatta for
the Dad Vail Trophy in late May
Typewriter Headquarters

Sales and Service
AH Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine St., Orlando
Phone 4822

The semester's work in organic chemistry is outlined on
these walls. Lew feels they are
safer here than in a notebook,
because a notebook can easily
be lost.
But why so high? Well, you
see, when standing up to study
you're less apt to fall asleep,
and even if you should fall
asleep, you'd wake up when you
hit the floor.
Now here's a secret! Lew is
moving from his apartment in
a few weeks, so if you're beginning organic chemistry next semester, it might be worth your
while to rent it. You'd better
do it soon, though, before the
landlady sees this article and
raises the rent.

Teamed with Johnson, probably
, the best passer on the club, Rollins
opponents will find it difficult in
crashing for close-in shots.
At center, Jones is improving
rapidly, and as a sophomore will
reach definite stardom within the
next year. Right now, he is fast
and seemingly tireless, relying
mostly on his aggressiveness rather than experience.
Like his brother Joe, Jack Justice is another ball hawk, in the
right position at the right time.
Together with Lingerfelt, these
two should prove themselves high
scorers, with the two guards setting them up. They are both good
defensive players, with Lingerfelt,
especially, being noted for his fast
breaking and tireless play.
As far as experience goes, the
first club is the whole team at this
point. However, the second five
will fill in capably, and with a few
games under their belt will make
as creditable showing as their first
team members.
Rembock and
Brankert are two close guarding
and pack an offensive punch on
occasion. Daugherty at center has
a good eye for the basket, and will
be hard to stop when he is in there.
Rodda and Mclnnis are good ball
handlers, and opportunists in scoring.
Approximately
one-fourth of
University of Texas students who
take pure and applied mathematics
end their courses with failing

Preparations for the Gasparilla
parade and the capture of Tampa
by the pirate crew of Jose Caspar
on February 6th are well ahead of
schedule, according to Captain G.
A. Hanson. "In fact," the captain
said, "the set-up at this time, almost a month before the parade
is the best in the history of the
evept."

Returning from a trip through
south Florida, dufl'ing which he
covered the lower east coast, the
central ridge section and the entire west coast area, Burton H.
Schoepf, (pronounced "chef") exCulver-Stockton College is con pressed satisfaction over the outlook for the disposal of large
structing a hotel on its campus. quantities of fruit in the "nickle
juice" campaign. A checkup of
Three University of Kansas points visited showed that in ex; of 15 cars of fruit were used
blind students are earning their
juice alone last week, with the
way through college transcribing
demand increasing.
text books into braille.

t U U S A A T K L E T E , WEARS
5 I Z E I f V SHOES / USUAU.Y
STARTS PRACTICE LATE AS HE
HASTO WAIT FOR HI5SPKIALM A D E SHOES T O A R R N E .

Theater Manager Rates
Own Pictures *Stinkeroo'
When a local theater operator
at Oregon State College began
grading his movie offerings in
advertisements, students sat up
and took notice. But when he
began charging admission on
the basis of the ratings he gave
his own pictures, they almost
swooned.
In his advertisements in the
Oregon State "Barometer," the
theater-man rates his movies
like this: hotter-'n-a-fire-cracker, supercolossal, just colossal,
not so hot, and stinkeroo.
And to top it off, he charges
fifty cents for the top-rank
showing, only thirty-five for
those that are "just colossal" or
below.

Play Cast Entertained
Last Saturday night after the
final performance of "Barchester
Towers" the cast and members of
the back stage crew were entertain.
ed at a supper party at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. George Holt. A
buffet supper was served and an
informal evening enjoyed by the

"It is far better that the college
youth of America are hailing band
leaders than heiling bund leaders."
—Comedian Eddie Cantor.

Going Somewhere?
For a 'success' coiffure phone
427-J

Ritz Beauty Salon
123 E. Morse Blvd. Winter Park

WHA, Uni versity of Wi
radio station has been nam ed the
outstanding sooial service r >d»o
station in the U. S. for 1938
The so-called "French" telephone
is not French at all. It was invented in this country by a graduate
of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.

The Candy Box
Enjoy the F<HK1 YOU Like
Delicions Candies
Made Fresh Daily
Next to Music Box

'Lovely Lady'
is the word
when you are wearing
one of these winning
active or
spectator
sports dresses of

All Silk Washable
Silk Linens
Imported Rice Line
Imported Rice
Linen
(natural and colors)

Chambrays

One or two piece
dresses with one to
four vivacious colors!

. . . t h e HAPPY COMBINATION

{blend)

of American and Turkish tobaccos
in Chesterfield which gives millions
more smoking pleasure.
Chesterfield combines in rare
degree qualities you'll find in n o other
c i g a r e t t e . I n Chesterfield y o u ' l l find
refreshing mildness... better taste... more
pleasing aroma. Its can't-be-copied blend
. . . a combination of the w o r l d ' s best
cigarette tobaccos...brings out the finer
qualities of each tobacco.
When you try themyou will know
why Chesterfields give millions of
men and women more smoking
pleasure... why T H E Y SATISFY

(^hesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied

Frances Slater
San Juan BIdg.

...the RIGHT COMBINATION oftke

world's best cigarette tobaccos
CoiiTtislit 193?, becnr ft H n u Touas Co.

